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         It must be admitted that hundreds of Gods have come and gone, mainly due to the invading armies that 

brought them, on the basis that our God must be the right God. 

             There are many myths and legends of Gods, the more recent one, the Olympians, whom man has 

banished to the outer limits of our solar system, bright Venus, warlike Mars, Neptune and Saturn but did they all 

go. Listen carefully, for on the evening breeze you just might hear the Gods are laughing, for perhaps, just 

perhaps, one of them never went. 

            Volaire once remarked,  ‘I might not agree with what you say but will fight to the death for right to say 

it’.  With this in mind I venture forth on a discovery that  might not be to the liking of all, yet logic suggests  it 

should be considered. 

             Some 3700 years ago, mythology says,  a boy was born on Crete, on Mt Ida and his father sort to slay 

him so that the boys mother fled to another mountain, Mt Diki, where her followers the Curatee, local shepherds 

and farmers protected him  and there he grew up.   This boys name was Zeus or I suspect Zeos a good Minoan 

name and to archaeologists the Cretan Zeus , not to be confusedwith the Olympian Zeus, although their origins 

are connected 

           Now the Cretans in those days, are those we call the Minoans, the greatest seafares of the Great Green, 

the Meditterranean.  It is said in mythology, that this boy in his youth went to Canaan and stole himself a wife 

by the name of Europa, we can even quess at the name of his ship, the white bull. If he’d been to Canaan, he 

would have come into cntact with the apple and I suggest  almond, even suggesting he brought either the seeds 

or the young trees back to Crete.  

           The boy grew to manhood and seems to have been respected as a lawgiver, to these his local people. It is 

said he was against the practice of human sacrife, which archaeology have shown could have been practised on 

Minoan Crete at this time for the established religion of the Minoans ,was that theMother Goddess, the woman 

being  the main priestess’.  Which seems to be substantiated in the legend of Theseus on mainland Greece, 

where the reigning tibal queen, would select a male to be her consort, provided he killed off the previous king of 

that previous year. Theseus we are told managed to get the queen to love him, so that Theseus suggested they 

cut down the king of the forest and burn that , instead of him.  This is the  forerunner of Yule tide., the winter 

solice and christmas.   

          So it was with all things,  that Zeos died and mythology says he was only made a God by the people of 

the Cretan mountains after his death  and it should be explained that these people around Mt Diki were indeed 

Cretans but they were of farming stock, differing from the more prosperus Minoans who lived by the sea and 

made their fortunes from the sea and trade  

          So I am suggesting that Zeus was born in c 1690 BC and dead by c1620 BC, for if now a God,  the  

established religion of the Minoans, would not allowed this new God to survive and this heresy  would have 

disappeared.    

        I should also explain where this cave, whose interior is as vast as St Paul’s. If you look eastwards from the 

cave entrance you look over the fertile Lassiti plateau. If you go there and it’s part of the tourist route, you will 

notice that the olive trees have not climbed the surrounding mountains, for the Lassiti plateau is an Eden of 

apple and almond trees, something to remember. 

      So it came about  in c 1601 BC, the island of Sanorini , just 80 kms north of Crete started to erupt. So bad 

was it,  these Minoans living there,  took  all of their animals with them but not much else, fleeing the island. 

Then in c 1600 BC the greatest eruption that has ever been recorded in human history, blew the island apart. 

Whether there were people still living on Santorini, we’ll never know but people on the coastal towns of 

northern Crete, would have watched the fireworks  from their roof tops, until 30 minutes later the Tsuzami 

would have slammed into them and then they too were gone. Followed some 60 minutes later as the tsuzami 

swept around the south coast and even onto Egypt and swept them away. The whole Minoan society was in 

chaos and minus its great fleets, the lifes blood of their nation 

             If we read Hesiod’s Birth of the Gods, it is Zeus who is fighting the old Gods and his description of 

thise pic battle is a very good descrition of an eruption in full blast.  Of course Hesiod was not around at the 
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time but he too was working on the myths of his day and which was some 900 years later, rather like us today, 

being 2020 AD,  discussing the life of King  Richard the Lion Heart. 

       Now let me take you to another great myth, that of Genesis, except in my opinion it is the truth and 

extremely accurate. Here we have a God who made a garden of pleasure, in Hebrew, Eden.  He makes it 

eastwards, so he isn’t living upwards but must be westwards, and God made a garden eastwards and there he 
        

                                
 

                                                  Zeus’ cave Mt Dikti. Can you see Zeus 
planted many trees that were good to eat and pleasureable to see , and has we have an apple in this story , it 

seems local that we have apple trees.  Then God because of this apple, decides to expell man from this Eden and 

God expelled Adam and Chava, (Eve  
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                                                               The Lassiti Plateau 

Then God because of this apple, decides to expell man from this Eden and God expelled Adam and Chava, 

(Eve in our Bible ). But who was Adam? In Hebrew Adam is Mankind whilst Chava or Eve is the mother of 

everything that lived, a multituded. Is this Santorini’s eruption where everyone escaped from, including 

animals.   There’s no mention of God destroying mankind as he will do for Noah, some 170 years later. 

        For our  next evidence that the God of Noah was the same God as the Cretan Zeus, we must look to the 

patriarches that came after this eruption, keeping the year 1600 BC in mind and that scholars agree, 20 years is 

the average years for the next generation..  

 

1600 BC Adam & Chava (Eve), being expelled by a God.  

1600 BC    Seth               I do not consider Seth to be a Patriarch as this is the Egyptian word for chaos and 

chaos there would have been. 

1580 BC                          A new religion creates persecution. Was this the time of Cain & Abel? Why did God 

protect Cain, the murderer of Abel. Could the answer be, Cain wouldn’t change his method of arable farming to 

that of herding. Where a devotee could flee his persecutors, by driving his bank balance away on the hoof, 

rather than an arable farmer losing it all. Were the priests of this new religion trying to protect their 

congregation 

1580         Enos             A good Minoan name, ending in Os.  

1560         Keran    

1550 BC                        I suggest this was the time the religion of the single deity, the Cretan Zeus, was 

transported to Greece, to become that of the Olympian Zeus.  

1540         Mahalalel 

1520         Jared 

1500         Enoch  

1480         Lamech 

1460         Noah           Now if Noah become a patriarch in this year, we must realise at the time of his flood he 

had a son. So, we can say the date is 1440 and his son has a son so we can say the date is 1435.  Now what can 

archaeologist say about Crete in 1435 BC. They can say, because of this devastation eruption and the loss of the 

Minoan fleet, the Mycenaeans of mainland Greece, filled in the void, taking to ship building and in 1435 BC 

invaded Crete.  

          So, what was upsetting God in Noah’s time, that God wanted to kill off mankind, for we read in Genesis 

in those days giants lived in the earth (not on the earth but in). As Sir Arthur Evans discovered, Crete was 

prone to earthquakes that could be felt.  We next read And there came mighty men, men of renown, the sons of 

God who took the daughters of man to be their wives. Mighty men mean’s warriors, men of renown, means 

they’ve made a name for themselves, whilst the sons of God, mean’s they believed in the same God as Noah.  A 

true description of a Mycenean, all fathered by a God, all braggards, so similar to the Vikings that came 

centuries later.  Whilst young men will need wives, for you’ll notice Noah has no daughters when he boards his 

ark, which is unusual.   

            Now many will be saying by now, that Noah is another myth. How could he see his world covered by 

water.  Stay with me dear hearts and I’l show you how, for he saw his world being coveredby water and for him 

it happen not once but twice. But remember it was his world the world he could view. He was not on a satalite 

looking down.  

             Dear scholars, it is so very simple, Noah, not knowing the world was round  had gone over the horizon 

and looking back saw the waters rising up submergingt his homeland.  

    Now this loss of daughters ,especially no dowry, was Noah’s last straw. Yes, he believed in his God but 

hoped his God would do something about it. Either way he was going to pastures new and as his grandson’s 

name of Canaan, I suggest he was off to Canaan, especially as Mt Ararat figures in this tale.  We further read 

that he and his three sons, Ham, Shem and Japheth went with him with their wives, and one grandson. So, Noah 

takes his breeding stock two by two but not the elephant or the kangaroo, and journeys down to the coast to take 
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ship. There he meets a captain who has done this run many times, to the Minoan trading port of Ugarit and that 

archaeological finds in the Louvre Museum, confirms Ugarit to be of Minoan origin.  

        So, what would farmer Noah need to go from Crete, then to the port of Ugarit in northern Canaan. He’ll 

need a sea going vessel and as he’s never been to sea, he’ll need a captain and that captain is going to be the 

owner of that ark. A vessel going east, if he’s to end up on Mt Ararat, which I will show he probably did but by 

foot, not boat, and if he’s taking his breeding stock then he’ll need of water, more than if the ship was just 

carrying dry cargo.  

          So, I put forward the scenario which my logic suggests. Noah takes ship and the captain heads directly 

east into the rising sun.  Noah looked back towards Crete. after about 10 miles out, would have seen Crete 

disappear under the waves.  Whilst the captain of this vessel would have known about this phenomenon, just as 

Odysseus did, 250 years later, when Odysseus says, ‘As soon as we sink the Cretan hills, with only the sea and 

sky in view’. To Noah this was God’s doing, and the whole of humanity had been destroyed by his God. 

              So, the captain is heading east, taking Noah and his breeding stock and they need water, so are 

forced to call in on the island of Cyprus, simply because there is no other land about.  But how does he know 

where Cyprus is, except eastwards.  He is heading east but he could be south or north of Cyprus. Going the 

wrong way is dangerous so what does the captain do? He lets fly a raven, which flew to and fro and the waters 

of the world abated (went down). Farmer Noah has no idea what use this bird did but a sailor would, suggesting 

Noah was not the captain.   

      What evidence have I about this raven? If we go to Akrotiri we see a wall painting of ships and on one of 

them you’ll see on the prow perches because there is a bird perched on it and possibly bird cages. Likewise, we 

say, ‘As straight as a crow flies’ (One of the Raven family), as well as the Crow’s nest. Is this the look out point 

to see which way your bird has flown to find dry land? Did not the Vikings use Ravens to find land? 

    So, Noah has come to land and if we follow the north coast of Cyprus, pointed like a finger to Ugarit, 

someone let’s fly the dove, because once gain there is water everywhere. A dove with a message of peace to 

Ugarit, saying we are peaceful kinsfolk, not invading Mycenaeans.  
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    From Ugarit its just120 miles until one meets the lush river Euphrates and if you got up it, one will reach 

Mt Ararat, then down the Tigress and one comes to Babylon and into history. 

Of course, all this rests on whether Noah’s flood was him simply going over the horizon, which has to be the 

most logical scenario and that Noah was a Cretan. Firstly, Tacitus tells us the Jews originated in Crete, which he 

probably got from the Jew Josephus Flavius.  Then if Noah was from Crete, then he’d have that distinctive 

hairstyle that would tell you, who was friend from foe, at a distance, this being the Minoan style of long side 

locks in front of the ear, the oldest living artifact, the Jewish Pe’ot, the side locks. Whilst in Israel I met Dr 

Assaf Lauder, now a professor who informed me Prof Renfrew of the McDonald Institute, Cambridge, doing 

DNA studies on Mediterranean peoples, stated that the Sephardic Jews originated in Crete. I am sceptical of 

this, as on contacting Prof Renfrew, he can’t remember such a statement 

   The next question is, if Noah didn’t let fly the raven, who did? I say the Captain did and the captain was 

Japheth, for the legend has it, that Japheth founded the Phoenician seaport of Jaffa, a strange thing for a 

farmer’s boy to do.  But what is of interest, both the Minoans, Jews and the Phocenin’s have the same hairstyle, 

long side locks, in front of ear. 

      My conclusions are that Noah became the first recording of the Hapiru or Hebrews. Then in 1415 BC                         

we have the first historical recording of landless Hapiru, in Canaan.  This needn’t be Noah but I do suggest it 

could be those that seemed to go to Shechem in Canaan. In 1410 BC we have the second recording of the 

Hapiru, who seemed to be moving out of Canaan.  

    But what of Japheth, I suggest he became the first of the Phoenicians. Whilst the God of Noah, the Cretan 

Zeus, was Noah’s God, and the later the splinter God, the Olympian Zeus, who went on to rule the minds of 

both Greeks and Romans until 350 AD. If so, then this God, is the God of Abraham, Jacob, Joseph and Moses. 

     Now there will be those that say the Patriarchs lived exceedingly long lives. Logic says they didn’t and so 

how do we get to these fantastic ages. Its relatively simple, the Old Testament was a book covering many 

subjects, from health, morals, geography and arithmetic.  

 

Noah’s route 1435 -1420 BC 
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Do you remember your primary school days when your teacher said the farmer’s wife has 4 apples and 3 pears 

in her basket’. How many things are in her basket? Answer 7. By using the patriarch’s names, you’ll find it goes 

like this. Enos was 60 when he begat Keran and Keran lived 400 year and Enos died. That’s the question to the 

pupil and the answer follows Enos was 460 years old. This is pure arithmetic in teaching the pupil how to work 

out how many sheep he has in his father’s flock.  

                   Now comes  Keran, Shelah, Eber, Peleg, Rehu, Serug,  Nahor and Te-rah, which on the 20 year for 

a generation brings us to 1275 BC  and Te-rah is the father of Abraham and the birth of Abraham  But this 

doesn’t fit and as Prof Israel Fingelstein  suggest,  some of these are place names. On the other hand, we can 

read that Te-rah is a son of Shem, the son of Noah who was supposed to have 8 sons.   On my calculation I have 

Shen born in 1440. So, this puts Te-rah being born about 1410, add on 20 and this is the birth of Abraham 1390 

BC     

 

1930 Abraham Birth of 

1370 BC  Third mention of Hapiru who appeared to be returning to Canaan. Was this                                        

Abraham? Abraham then goes into Egypt but it seems pharaoh took a fancy                                      

to Abraham’s wife Sar-a-i, so Abraham leaves Egypt for Canaan. Was this                                         

Amenophis III. Ten years after leaving Egypt Abraham has a son Ish-ma-el. 

*1361 Ismail Birth of.   I suggest Abraham is 30. But Sarah could not conceive, so for                                 

Abraham to have an heir. Sar-a-h tells Abraham to have a son with her maid                                       

servant Ha-gar.  At the same time God promises Abraham that all his lands                                       

will be given to his heir, Ish-ma-el.  It is this decision by God which will in                                       

2000 years, create the great rift between the Jews and the Arabs.  God has                                        

made a promise, which he knows he will later break.  

1353 Akhenaten Could there be a connection as to why the pharaoh Akhenaten changes Egypt                                         

multi God religion to a single God. Nefertiti was the wife of Akhenaten, she                                        

came from foreign lands but no one knows from where. Could she be              

Minoan? Why did Akhenaten use Minoan workmen on his new city of Amara?   

1350  Amarna letters, trouble with the Hapiru in Shechem 

*1347  Genesis 17:25 we read Ish-ma-el was 13 when he was circumcised.  God                                         

now tells Abraham to call his wife Sarah. He also tells Abraham that all of                                         

his people must be circumcised, and from that day forth, they obediently do. 

*1345 Isaac Birth of.  Abraham is now old, so 20 years per generation, now becomes 46. 

*1337  I suggest Isaac is 8 when Abraham goes to sacrifice him 

*1325 Jacob Birth 

1306 Seti I  

1303 Ramesses 

II 

Birth of Ramesses II. But I suggest Ramesses II was born before this date. 

*1301 Joseph Birth of.  Joseph has brothers, so 20 years per generation becomes 24 

1290 Ramesses 

II 

Is this the pharaoh who grew up and knew Joseph   

*1289  I say Joseph is about 15, when the Egyptian woman tries to seduce him. If                                          

he’d been older he’d have let her. So he’s about 15, when he decodes              

pharaoh’s dream 

1274 Battle of 

Kadesh 

Egypt v Hittites. No winners, Hittites still a threat. Ramesses II is 29 

*1273  The14 year prophesy is up. Joseph is 28. Ramesses II is 30 

*1273 Hebrews I suggest here the Hebrews under Jacob come into Egypt. Creating a ‘Buffer  

Zone’ between Egypt and the Hittites. It is here they become the Israelites 
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*1226 Hebrews I suggest here the Hebrews under Jacob come into Egypt. Creating a ‘Buffer  

Zone’ between Egypt and the Hittites. It is here they become the Israelites 

*1226  Prince Merenptah brings back Libyan captives as slaves. They have the                        

same hairstyle as the Israelites. Are they distant kinfolk of the Israelites? Is                                          

the reason pharaoh thinks the Israelites will join up with these Egyptian                                         

enemies? 

1224 Merenptah Dated here as the prince, later pharaoh. Is it he who knew not Joseph, setting                                        

up a Stele proclaiming, ‘Israel is without seed’, but what seed, corn or the                                          

male seed?  

*1224 Moses Birth of Moses due to pharaoh doing away with the male babies. (the seed). 

1213 BC Ramesses 

II 

Dies aged 90 

1214 BC Merenptah Dies 

1214 BC Amenmesse Becomes Pharaoh 

1210 BC Seti II Becomes Pharaoh 

*1207 BC  Moses 17, kills an Egyptian. Was this the first born of Seti II buried in KV 56 

 

1204 BC Siptah Dies 

1198 BC Tawosret Dies 

1200  Start of Trojan War 

1196 BC Sethnakhte  

*1196  Moses hears all those that seek to slay him are all dead and returns aged 28. 

Was this Seti II, Siptah and Queen Tawosret? 

1194 BC Ramesses 

III 

 

1190 BC  End of Trojan War 

*1189 BC  Odysseus taken captive in Egypt. 

1189 BC  Ramesses III vanquishes the Sea People 

*1188  Moses/ Exodus. This would make the Israelites were in Egypt 93 years, not 

430 years. The 430 years from the dating of first temple, being 950 BC makes 

this closer to Noah’s Exodus of 1435 BC.   Moses now aged 36 

 

Thank you for your time and your inquistness.   Don Cox 
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